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It is true you can find the basic information on the BETMIX website for free, but if you are
just starting at handicapping, this is a nice summary of the BETMIX theory and process. This
item: Betmix - The future of horse racing. Set up a giveaway Customers who Reviews: 8. The
Betmix horse racing software provides you with a variety of handicapping tools that allow you
to win consistently at the racetrack. Using our proprietary slider technology you can select
from over 40 handicapping factors and assign specific weights to each factor to create accurate
handicapping mixes. It is true you can find the basic information on the BETMIX website for
free, but if you are just starting at handicapping, this is a nice summary of the BETMIX theory
and process. I should say that I have enjoyed going to horse races as a social event and never
really worried much about he $50 I would spend for an afternoon of betting, socializing, and
consuming typical track fare. Racing Future is determined to inspire a new generation of fans
to enjoy the sport of horse racing. BetMix Founder Dave Williams talks handicapping
software At Racing Future we are interested in new and innovative ways to make horse racing
more accessible, and handicapping is a huge part of the game that has not seen much
improvement over the years. The computer gives more importance to factors with higher
values. The factors you select and the values you give those factors are called a MIX. Like a
recipe, different race types require different factors and values. As a subscriber you can save
your mixes, use MixMaker, Race Results and many other tools that will help you win races.
Click here to access the Betmix Free Race of the day Download the Free PP: Arlington Park
Race 7 Today’s free race is the Arlington Classic S. (G3), for 3-year-olds going 1 1/16 miles
on the turf. Racing Future believes that one of the greatest missed opportunities in the sport of
horse racing is the acknowledgement and celebration of the link between horses and human
health. Click here to read some of the great horses-and-human-health stories we've been
curating.
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